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v2 is a total breakdown! from the most exotic and cutting edge techno sounds as an elite production band and the crunchy high end specialist to the finest in dance floor bangers. vengeance has gained from previous releases - and offers you the music for every dance style. the great groove of a classic french party, the low, hypnotizing sound of a deep and house tune or the raw, abrasive nature of dark & dirty club music. vengeance has all of that and more. the 20 explosive construction kits from the original vengeance contain a total of 24.000 samples and have been recorded by professional session musicians with
the best studio equipment. this is only the start. vengeance total dance sounds vol. 2 is the second part of our first dj set of groundbreaking and unique volume pack series created by mast & artur morkel. everything inside is your dream tool for realising your dance production. total dance sounds vol. 2 features the same high quality and creativity of our first package, but is now extended to a separate release for maximum effect. 2.2gb of club-tested, dance floor ready ready-mixes, organised in 54 construction kits. that's roughly 1,500 files (!) from 10 genres in all imaginable styles, like techno, house, deep house,

electro, hard house, salsa, progressive house, hiphop, dubstep, trap and house. just read on to hear some of the fx in a demo sample new volume! new series! mast & artur morkel’s series continues - they did it again and added even more depth to this package. real top notch club sounds! some of the fx are really fresh and useful. the vibe is driving and modern, and also has a rich ingredient of “old skool”. they’re all super tight and it’s going to be hard to beat this stuff. this pack is best used to mix or to fill in the gaps in your set. it will make you want to move your feet or your entire body. enjoy!
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vengeance total dance sounds - this is your complete dance music production package! with more than 1750 samples, including hundreds of oneshot samples (bassdrums, hihats, claps/snares, percussions, vocals, drumloops, etc.) that provide you everything you need to create your own fresh material. if that wasn't already enough, we also give you
30 complete construction kits from three sub categories: 128bpm electro (commercial electro house), 128bpm charts (pop-electro, the stuff you hear on top 40 radio and tv video channels) and 128bpm dirty dubby (the crazy club styles of dubstep and dirty dutch). vengeance total dance sounds is everything you need in one easy package, don't

miss it! the latest collection of vocal samples for all kinds of progressive dance music.vengeance studio vocals vol.1 new sample pack with top notch vocal kits 20 professional written and recorded dance, trance and pop songs. features 20 professional written and recorded dance-, trance-, electro-and popsongs. 6 different skilled studio singers. all
vocals are professionally compressed read more vengeance essential dubstep is our flagship product for the modern dubstep producer. volume 2 sets the bar even higher with more than 2,700 samples of brutal dubstep elements! essential dubstep vol.2 brings you the hardest drums without compromise. if you want the strongest wobbles, the most
crying leads and the highest pitch end fx sounds ever, this is what you need. vengeance dance explosion (vde) is a collection of 4k-ready dance construction kits. all area of hands up is here. all dance construction kits are 100% guaranteed to be compatible with any host of any soft sampler (except software samplers) and 100% compatible with all

hosts of any soft sampler. if you are looking for a full range of dance construction kits, you have found them. vde delivers a wide range of dance construction kits that are expertly mixed, processed and recorded to give you the attention to detail and quality that you expect from your favorite construction kits. 5ec8ef588b
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